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General
This document is one in a series of technical documents providing recommended guidelines.

For further information on our training programs, please contact: customer-service@caesarstone.com.

          Safety
 Ensure that all electrical tools operate at the correct voltage and comply with local safety regulations.•	

 Ensure that there is adequate ventilation in the work area. •	

             Importante
 If you must use an unfamiliar material, check its suitability by applying it to a small area of the surface •	

that is not visible. 

 

Legend
The following symbols are used in this manual:

          Important

          Note 

!

!



Concetto
Concetto® surfaces are created by binding individually selected semi-precious stones to form the ultimate, 
high-end stone countertop surface. These natural, semi-precious stones are often seen in the jewelry 
industry. Concetto is very strong, highly resistant to chemicals and erosion, and maintains its long-lasting 
beauty with minimal care.

Concetto can be used in many diverse ways, such as for furniture, countertops, vanities, kitchen and 
bathroom surfaces, flooring, wall cladding, stairs, special features and more.

Concetto surfaces are handmade in order to enhance the natural beauty of each and every stone.

The beauty of certain translucent models is enhanced when combined with a backlighting system

.  

         Careful planning of every step in the process is essential when working with Concetto. This is especially 
         important when preparing edges. When the finished product requires more than one slab, be sure to  
         use slabs from the same batch.
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Technical Specifications 
 

Table 1. Representational Physical Properties for Concetto 

Property Result According to Remarks

Mohs Hardness 6-8 Scratch Test
Scale is from 1 to 10
where 10 = diamond (hardest)

Density
1820-2539 kg/m3 

114-159 lb/ft3 ASTM C-97

Taber Abrasion 35-90 ASTM C-501
ÍAbrasion index at 1000 cycles 
A higher index represents less 
wear

Stain Resistance 55-57 ANSI Z 124.6 The maximum rating is 64

Ball Impact Resistance 58-89 cm NEMA LD 3.33

Flexural Strength
1400-2200 psi

98-155 kg/cm2
ASTM C-880

Flexural strength of:

Marble = 1000 psi average 

Granite = 1200 psi average

Dimensions:      140 cm x 300 cm x 2.5 cm

Weight per slab:     285 kg (628 lb) average

“Hematite”1 (8580) weighs 500 kg (1100 lb)

The label on each slab displays the following 
information:

Catalog number•	

Batch number•	

Color•	

Usable percentage of slab area•	

Thickness•	

Date of manufacture•	

Unique ID number•	

Quality control reference numbers •	
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Storage

Follow the instructions below for storing Concetto slabs:

1. Place wooden or plastic strips for support at the base  
     and top front of a stable A-frame.

2. Place a 30 mm slab of Caesarstone quartz surfaces at  
     the start and end of the stack to provide full support  
     and prevent possible warping of the Concetto slabs.

3. When storing an even number of Concetto slabs,  
     arrange them face to face and back to back in order  
     to protect the polished surfaces.

4. When storing an odd number of Concetto slabs,  
     arrange them so that the polished side of the last (or  
     sole) Concetto slab is face to face with the polished  
     side of the Caesarstone quartz surfaces slab.

               Do not expose Concetto slabs to direct sunlight.  
               Ideally, they should be stored under a roof,  
               in the shade. However, if the slabs are stored in  
               direct sunlight, protect them with an opaque  
               cover. 

                Each Concetto slab is shipped with a protective  
                nylon cover on its polished (top). 

!
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In wooden frames

Este es el método preferido para transportar una o 
dos tablas Concetto.

This is the preferred method of transporting one or 
two Concetto slabs.

The base and the top of the frame are trough shaped. 
The sides of the frame are trough shaped with open

1.  Place the slabs in the base of the frame.

2.  Attach the two sides of the frame to the sides of  
     the slabs, and slot them into the base.

3.  Invert the top of the frame and place it on top of  
     the slabs attached to the sides of the frame

.              The top of the frame extends beyond the  
               sides, enabling the attachment of lifting  
               cables or ropes.

4.  Tie the frame and slabs together with cables or  
     ropes on the sides of the frame.

               Concetto slabs must never be transported

5.  Bolt two additional support planks to the front  
     and two to the back in order to maximally protect  
     the slabs.

On A-frames between Caesarstone quartz surfaces

This is the preferred method for transporting three or more Concetto slabs.

1. Anchor an A-frame with an angle of 5° from vertical to the truck frame with bolts.

2  Place a 30 mm slab of Caesarstone quartz surfaces against the A-frame.

3. Load the Concetto slabs onto the A-frame, face to face, back to back.

  Each Concetto slab must rest on a support strip along the entire length of its base. 

4. Ensure that there is full contact between the surfaces of all slabs that are stacked together.

5  After loading the last Concetto slab, complete the stack with a slab of Caesarstone quartz surfaces.

   |f there is an uneven number of Concetto slabs, the polished side of the last Concetto slab must 
be face to face with the polished side of the Caesarstone quartz surfaces slab used to complete the stack.

  When transporting fabricated pieces, ensure that the pieces are fully supported.

!

!
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Transporting
There are two methods of transporting Concetto slabs:
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In wooden frames

1. Attach lifting cables or ropes to each side of the  
    overhang of the top of the frame.

2. Lift the frame with a suitable lifting vehicle and 
move it carefully. 

   Ensure that the arm of the lifting vehicle  
             and the straps are suitable for the weight  
             and size of the Concetto slabs.

On A-frames between Caesarstone 
quartz surfaces

By strap

The preferred method of lifting Concetto slabs is 
by strap. 

 Loop the straps around the bottom of the slabs,10 •	

cm (4”) from the edge.

 Lift no more than six Concetto slabs at one time.•	

   Ensure that the arm of the lifting vehicle  
             and the straps are suitable for the weight  
             and size of the Concetto slabs.

Lifting and Handling

 Plan the process so that the slabs are lifted as few times as possible.•	

 Raise and lower the slabs with great care. Never drop the slabs, even from a very short distance.•	

!

!

By clamp

 Lift Concetto slabs individually when ransporting •	

by clamp.

 Always use two clamps.•	

 Use the clamps with the largest contact surface •	

available.

 Maintain a distance of 1-1.5 m (approximately 3-5 •	

ft.) between the clamps.

   To prevent damage, attach the clamps  
             gently to the edge of the slab! 

!
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   Caesarstone recommends using “softer”  
             tools.

   Good results have been achieved  
             with Sig-M tools.

 Use transparent glue suitable for use with Concetto.•	

   Caesarstone recommends using Tenax®  
             Crystal or IMPA® Super Ancora for  
             general gluing; and 3M Scotch-Weld®  
             B20 for filling holes.

Fabrication
Inspecting the slab

 Inspect the slab carefully before cutting.•	

Check the quality of the slab in a well-lit area.•	

Perform visual inspection at a low angle to the slab•	 .

  Carefully plan the design match at the seams •	

and edges.

  Keep the disk cool with plenty of water. •	

  Use a silica stone to keep the blade sharp.•	

  If your saw is able to work at a very slow feed •	

rate, you may be able to cut the entire depth of 
the slab with one cut. If not, and depending on 
the hardness of the slab, multiple shallower cuts 
may be required. 

Softer Slabs Harder Slabs

Ice Quartz 8200 Blue Agate 8531

Rose Quartz 8410 Brown Agate 8310

White Quartz 8141 Gray Agate 8311 
Amethyst 8551 Labradorite 8570

Light Smoky Quartz 8441 Picture Jasper 8210

Hematoid Quartz 8460 Apple Jasper 8720

Yellow Quartz 8430 Tiger Eye 8630

Graphic Feldspar 8620 Dumortierite 8540

Hematite 8580 Petrified Wood 8330

Table 2. Hardness of Concetto

Required Tools and Materials
 In addition to standard industry tools, Concetto fabrication requires specialist tools.•	

  Diamond tools differ in their composition. Consult with your local supplier to determine which diamond •	

tools are suitable for Concetto fabrication. 

Cutting the slab
 Cutting Concetto slabs is complex due to the hardness of the material•	 .

  Cut Concetto slabs with suitable cutting equipment, e.g., a bridge saw. •	
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Fabricating a seam

1. In order to fabricate a seam in a cut piece of  
    Concetto, make a slight diagonal cut along  
    the seam edge from top to bottom. The  
    resulting triangular gap enables smooth closure  
    of the seam on the surface, and room for glue  
    underneath. 

2. Create a groove in the middle of the seam edge.

   This creates a space for a wedge of glue to 
             strengthen the seam.

             Do not cut beyond the rounded corners. !

Cutouts

1. Mark the cutout carefully for sinks and hobs.

2. Drill a hole in each corner of the marked cutout  
    as described in Drilling Holes below.

3. Carefully cut between the corners as shown,  
    using a suitable saw. Refer to Cutting the slab  
    on page 6.

Drilling holes

 Drill holes at least 15 mm (•	 9/16”) in diameter.

 Use a diamond cup drill at low speed with plenty of •	

water. 

   Do not use a hammer action drill.!

Diamond  
cup drill
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Edge profiles

Edge profiles can be fabricated according to the 
regular process. Refer to Shaping edges and 
Polishing on page 10.

If a thicker edge profile is required, fabricate the 
edges according to one of the following methods:
 

Miter cut - recommended method

Cutting a mitered edge requires:

 Special cutting expertise•	

 Patience - the process is very time consuming•	

A suitable cutting machine •	

   Mitered edges are stronger than L-shaped  
         edges and should be used whenever  

         possible.

   Match the pattern of the edge to the  
             surface to ensure visual continuity.

!

!
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L-shaped cut 

   L-shaped edges are easy to fabricate but  
             less robust than the miter cut. 

   Match the pattern of the edge to the  
             surface to ensure visual continuity. 

   The seams of L-shaped edges are visible  
             in some colors due to their translucent  
             properties. Refer to Table 5.

!

!
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Shaping edges 

1. Use a diamond grinding wheel to shape the  
    edge as required.

2. Clean the edge with alcohol on a clean, white  
    cloth. 

  Use only white cloths with Concetto!

3. Fill any holes with colorless, transparent glue  
    and allow to dry.

Polishing

Polish the edges with a set of ceramic polishing 
pads.

1. Start polishing with the coarsest polishing pad.  
    Progress through the finer pads up to the finest 
    grit size. 

  Use plenty of water.

2. Check the edges and repair any imperfections. 

Table 3. Wet Polishing Pad Colors & Grit Sizes

    After using the 3000 polishing pad, it is  
             recommended to perform buffing with a  
             buffing pad or a felt buffing wheel. 

!

!

Pad Color Grit Size  Remarks

Green 60
Polish the 
protruding fillerBlack 80

Red 120

Yellow 400
Polish the repaired 
area and the 
surrounding 
surface.

White 500/1000

Blue 1500

Orange 3000
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Installation
Each installation of Concetto is a unique process. 
However, Caesarstone recommends the following 
general guidelines:

1. Position the Concetto pieces as required.

    Provide support for the Concetto slab  
             every 60 cm (24”) in all installations.

2. Before gluing the seams, clean all the debris  
    and/or oily substances from the edges with  
    alcohol on a clean, white cloth.

3. Dry both edges thoroughly with a clean, white  
    cloth.

4. Insert plenty of glue into the seam groove  
    and the gap. This creates a wedge of glue to  
    strengthen the seam.

5. Ensure that the pieces to be joined are level and 
clamp them in place. 

   Caesarstone recommends using a seaming  
              clamp to join Concetto pieces.

6. Allow the seam to dry.

   Install Concetto slabs 5 mm (3/16”) from  
             walls and seal the space using neutral,  
             antifungal silicone.

   Glue sinks to Concetto using neutral,  
             antifungal silicone.

!

!
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   Use only energy-efficient fluorescent  
             lights, as they generate little heat.

   When planning the lighting, bear in  
             mind that cold cathode fluorescent lamps  
             require replacing at regular intervals,  
             whereas LED lights rarely require changing.

 Make sure that the back of the Concetto •	

is clean and free of anything visible when 
illuminated.

 Try to position supports so as to not be visible •	

when the Concetto is illuminated, but do not 
leave more than 60 cm between each support.

 Ensure that the lit area is well ventilated.•	

!

!

Mounting the lights

 •	 When backlighting Concetto, a minimum 
distance is required between the slab and the 
lights. Table 4 lists the distances.

 When designing backlighting, consider the •	

required electrical cables. Design the lighting 
system so that the wires do not show through 
the Concetto slab. Use remote controlled 
lighting wherever possible.

 Mount the lights on a white background. Use •	

a white surface, e.g., white Formica, or cover 
the background with white wallpaper. This 
is especially important when backlighting Ice 
Quartz (8200) and Light Smoky Quartz (8441). 

 Darker colors require more light. Decrease the •	

distance (x) between the lights for darker colors.

Lighting Type  height h spacing x

LEDs 4 cm (1 1/2”) <25 cm (10”)

Fluorescent 6 cm (2 1/4”) <25 cm (10”)

Table 4. Backlighting Concetto

h = the minimum distance from the light to the  
      surface of the Concetto slab

x = the maximum distance between the lights

Backlighting
Each of the semi-precious stones used in Concetto 
has distinctive physical characteristics. Translucent 
stones can be backlit to enhance their beauty. Table 
5 shows the translucency of Concetto colors.

 Concetto can be backlit using•	 : 
-  LED lights, which are considered safe,  
   environment friendly, and energy saving; or 
-  Cold cathode fluorescent lamps, e.g., Philips TL5, 
   16 mm (5/8”) Cool Daylight 865; or T8, 26 mm 
   (1 ”) Snow White.
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Table 5. Concetto - Colors, Catalog Numbers and Translucency 
Tr
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Amethyst 8551

Yellow Quartz 8430

Graphic Feldspar 8620

Blue Agate 8531 Aragonite 8617

Red Tiger Eye 8630

Rose Quartz 8410Ice Quartz 8200

Brown Agate 8310

Picture Jasper 8210Labradorite 8570 Apple Jasper 8720

Dumortierite 8540 Blue Tiger Eye 8616

White Quartz 8141

Hematoid Quartz 8460Light Smoky Quartz 8441

Gray Agate 8311

Petrified Wood 8330Hematite 8580
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Maintenance

Concetto is highly resilient and requires simple, routine care to maintain its fantastic appearance. 

 
Cleaning

 Clean Concetto with warm water and any mild detergent, with pH 5-9. Rinse thoroughly and dry with •	

a paper towel

 Use a soft scouring pad to remove stubborn stains, e.g., 3M Scotch-Brite® Multi-Purpose Scrub Sponge (blue).•	

 Remove sticky substances with a plastic scraper or wipe them away with alcohol.•	

 Wash off any oily or powdery substances immediately as they may leave a residue.•	

   Use only white cloths to wipe Concetto

Heat Resistance

   Although Concetto is heat tolerant, Caesarstone does not recommend placing hot objects such  
             as cooking pots directly on its surface. Use a hot-pad or trivet.

!
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